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Nelson, Jon, M.A., Spring 1999

Linguistics

Coeur d’Alene Oral Narrative: Editions of Coyote Imitates Magpie, Man Caught in Fire
Corral, and War Between Blackfoot and Coeur d’Alene.

Director: Anthony Mattina

This thesis is an edition of three Coeur d’Alene oral narratives transcribed by
Gladys Reichard. My objective is to analyze each word into its component morphemes,
and to generate a glossary that lists all the morphemes found in the texts, and identifies
their occurrences by sentence numbers.
The thesis is organized into four parts: an introduction that explains the project;
facsimiles of the original texts; interlinearized analyses of the texts; a morpheme based
glossary.
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INTRODUCTION

The Project
The archives of the University of Montana Linguistics Laboratory contains
copies of a body of work on the Coeur d’Alene language produced by the
anthropologist Gladys Reichard, the first linguist to study this language. In the 1920’s,
she dedicated two field trips to gathering linguistic data from the Coeur d’Alene tribe
of northern Idaho (for an account of her life with the tribe see Hayter 1997). She
transcribed a number of Coeur d ’Alene narratives as part of her documentation of the
language. Reichard continued her studies of the language into the thirties, and
beginning in 1935, worked for over a year with Lawrence Nicodemus (a native
speaker) to refine and correct her notes and interpretations. Shortly thereafter, she
published a grammar of the language and a stem-list. In 1947, she published a
collection and analysis of these Coeur d’Alene narratives in English translation.
However, only one of these texts has been published in the original Coeur d’Alene
language; four dozen other original texts remain unpublished.
In this thesis I present the interlinear morpheme analysis of three of Reichard’s
unpublished oral narratives.
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Reichard*s Transcription
Reichard's work with the Coeur d’Alene predated the practicality of using
electronic recording devices in the field. She instead recorded double-spaced onto a
ledger, in pre-phonemic orthography, with rough English glosses peppered
sporadically throughout the intervening lines. Apparently, she was including glosses
only for items which she was unfamiliar with or which were infrequent, as she often
skipped three, four, or even five items without including a gloss. She probably wanted
to maintain the fluency and continuity of the dictation, and this may also account for
the sporadic glosses. Doubtless there were constant requests by Reichard for repetition
of Coeur d’Alene items, and she likely obtained definitions from her consultants as
she cleaned up and corrected the texts. These handwritten field notes she afterwards
converted to typewritten versions, with more complete interlinear translations. Copies
of these typed texts are the raw material from which I worked; I consulted the earlier
handwritten originals only to clarify ambiguities or illegibility in the typed version.
The typing contains frequent notes, corrections, and crossed-out sections which are not
always easily deciphered, and sometimes delay analysis of the texts.

The Analysis
Producing facsimiles of Reichard’s typed texts is the first step in the analysis. I
type the texts, both the Coeur d ’Alene and the English lines, with a word processor,
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and print them using fonts that approximate Reichard's symbols. These are the
facsimiles of the texts, and they are included in this thesis. I have typed each line to
match the length of the original, so that for all practical purposes, these facsimiles
mirror Reichard's texts.
These facsimiles are then converted to modem phonemic orthography with
some appropriate transliteration programs. However, Reichard frequently used Coeur
d’Alene sentences that were, for the purposes of analysis, unwieldy in their length. I
have divided these in appropriate places into sentences of a more manageable length,
and footnoted the alterations. Subsequently, I parse the texts in Shoebox, making use
of the program’s interlinearizing functions.
Interlinearization consists of parsing the words into distinct morphemes, all of
which are then glossed. My analysis primarily relies on the works of Reichard 1938,
1939, and 1947, Nicodemus 1975, and Doak 1997. Additional sources are
Barthmaier 1996 and Hayter 1997.
After 1 have identified and glossed the morphemes 1 provide a free translation
of each sentence, relying both on what she has typed on her own interlinearized
version and what 1 decipher from my own analysis. Rarely will this differ significantly
from Reichard’s own translations.
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Finally, I have compiled a glossary that indexes the occurrences of morphemes
found in the texts by text title and sentence number. I also note the sources of the
grammatical analysis (see abbreviations below).

The Interlinearized Texts and Glossary
When I parse a word, I distinguish inflectional affixes from all other cases of
word formation and derivation. I use the hyphen [-] to represent an inflectional affix
boundary; the plus sign [+ ] to represent a synchronically irrelevant morpheme
boundary as well as a derivational affix or other word formation boundary (however, I
do not adhere to this practice in the case of lexicalized forms that incorporate
inflectional material, such as ecwi's, in the opening line of the first text). Thus an
entry in the glossary may contain several [+ ] signs or none at all, but no more than
one hyphen. I have left unanalyzed a few forms I cannot yet make sense of, and these
remain marked by asterisks in the interlinear analysis. I chose to use underlying or
basic forms in the morpheme line of the text, but I list in the glossary all the
allomorphs of a morpheme that occur in the texts.
There are numerous complicated morphophonological processes which
significantly alter surface form in Coeur d ’Alene (see Doak 2.3 for a detailed
description). As I attempt to provide underlying forms for morphemes, certain
segmentais change between the phonetic transcription and the morpheme line.
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Here is a schematic of my interlinear analysis:

Line 1: The phonemic transcription, a transliteration of Reichard’s
orthographic representation.
Line 2: The segmentation of line 1 into morphemes using [-] and [+ ].
Line 3: The glosses for each of the morphemes and stems in line 2. These will
be either lexical glosses or abbreviations for grammatical markers; a list of these
abbreviations appears below.
Line 4: My free translation.
The glossary includes entries from all three texts. A representative glossary
entry appears in this form (without the parenthetical numbers—these index the
explanatory notes below):
can+ d’a m + i’a m + â in (l) armpit(2). cen, under, D 2.2.2.2.1, RG 401;
ô’em, surface, BA 150, CVC-CVC reduplication, D 2.2.4.4, RG 594 (see
also Nil 306—the word for shoulders contains the same reduplicative affix);
axn, arm, RG 457, Nil 28(3). war 21(4).
(1)- This is the morpheme as it appears in line 2 of the interlinearized text.
(2)- This is the gloss of the morpheme.
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(3)- These are the analyses of the individual segments, with sources (a key to
source abbreviations prefaces the glossary). Often, if the morphs within a word are
found elsewhere in the glossary, the reader is directed there.
(4)- This identifies the text(s) in which the moipheme occurs, with line
number (a key to text abbreviations also prefaces the glossary).
As a unified notation has not yet been agreed upon for these texts, I have made
choices in identification and description which differ from some of those of my
predecessors in the analysis of the Reichard data. When such a unified system is
developed for a comprehensive analysis of all the texts, I believe that my analysis will
easily accommodate the required changes. In summary, this is a first edition of the
analysis of these texts, and I have identified the morphemes to the best of my ability.
As the analysis of these texts proceeds, its quality will also improve; I bow to
whoever carries on with the task.
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G r a m m a t ic a l A b b r e v ia t io n s

act
appl
caus
conn
conj
cent
cintr
ct
cust
demaj
demav
det
dir
emph
fut
imp
indef
intij
inv
loc
mid
mut
neg
nom
nonhab
nte
prs
stem

actual
applicative
causative
connective
conjunction
continuative
causative intransitive
causative transitive
customary
demonstrative adjective
demonstrative adverb
determiner
directive
emphatic
future
imperative
indefinite marker
inteijection
involuntary
locative
middle
mutative
negative marker
nominalizer
nonhabitual
nontopic ergative
person marker
stem formative

sue

successive, noncontrol

tr
Is
Isg
Iso
Ispro

transitive
first person
first person
first person
first person

singular
singular genitive
singular object
singular pronoun
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Ip
2s
2se
2sg
2so
2p
3e
3g
3p

first person plural
second person singular
second person singular ergative
second person singular genitive
second person singular object
second person plural
third person ergative
third person genitive
third person plural
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C o y o t e im it a t e s M a g p ie

Facsimile of the Reichard Typescript

âtswfc ià smtyfw âp snuk*tswfc. âlr*à'ts’
he dwelt Coyote had a neighbor Magpie
ai^* hâ stsitsim’fl’tâl’t.s. la smtyfw ttsfl. hoi
many her children were Coyote had five then
tcsq’amflEnilc. la *â'tx*à’®tc’am’ q’tq’fx*a’®. tc’am’
they were hungry camas just a few just
tmic tgwàl’ stSLtstm’fl’tàl’t.s kum’ la ’alr*a'ts’ tsi*4
only because her children then Magpie there
a t s 'É ^ 1 tc’am’ q’tq’fx”a’* la ’a'tx^a’*. hoi x”ist
just as if there were only a few camas then he went
la smtyfw. hoi la sânq’âmfl’tups. âkustus 1 ci”t
Coyote then he consulted his powers he said to him the one who was first
hoi t’i*‘ tci’^tcsq’amflEn. hoi ak*n
then surely I am hungry then he said
tcMtaslâq tcdy’aR’pqfn’. hoi ul’anfs xid uln’ülx*
I’ll be service-benie there will be lots then he went back he proceeded he went back into
la ’àtsàtx*.
the house
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àk*n tsi’‘ in’à 'tx ’’â ’®ta ts ’Etcinâtc.c tc à ^ ’flmàt
he said there your camas go get it we’ll eat
tcasEnts’a 'sp 1 hint’âqànày’ gwitcEn la y’aR’pqm’ la slaq.
it will be used up which is in the sack I saw them many serviceberries
hoi tatsk*fnts la pul’ya*hâl* la ’â'tx*â’“. hoi
then she went and got it Mole the camas then
amts la smtyfw. hoi la xal âlr*â'ts’ hà smfy’àms
he ate it Coyote then also Magpie his wife
hoi xal flnts la ’à'tx*â’âs. hoi ts’asp la
then also ate it the camas then it was all gone the
’âtx~â’àsilc. hoi ft’Et.c. hoi u“k*ftstEm qfittlc.
their camas then they slept then very early they woke up
hoi lutâ’ûistlc. dàxt. hoi xui al’tl’fc t’lt’f’Hctlc.
then they had nothing to eat they went then he/they went to a little hill they came over
the top
âkustus la smtyfw la pul’ya*hdl’ âts’xEnt la slaq
he said to her Coyote Mole look service berries
y’aR’pq’fn’. hoi tal’tsi’^ da'xttlc. hoi lim tla
lots then on they went then they were glad
stsLtsim’il’tal’t.s tcasttcam’tsfnEmc
their children to pick for eating
kum’ âkustus lut k’uk”'n’fy’à’*. hoi kum’ tal’tsi’^
then he said to them no soon and then on
dàxt hoi hahui x*'i’‘ nà’* kupttcam’tsfnEm. hoi là
they went then hahui here you can pick and eat then
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tsitcsdùrmEntsut. x 'i 'i u“cil x*i’i âxal âk^n
they ran for a purpose here just here like he said
tcà’* kungwunix*. hianq’amil’tups tc’u“ x*a slaq.
you ought go ^ e sure dung no service-berries
nRây’flgwàs la pul’ya^hâl’ kum’ la ’alr*a'ts’ xal
she was angry Mole then Magpie also
nRây’flgwàs. là smtyi'w ha ha ha màx*t ak*n
was angry Coyote ha ha ha laughed he said
kupgulpEsà'yà’®pinttc là ’àsft.sitk* hil àp slaq
you are crazy always in winter there are service-berries
kum’ ul ha ha ha. hoi ul’àm's ulpEnà’* tsàtx”silc.
then again ha ha ha then he went again up to their house
tc’u“ là ’i'ts’flilisilc.
nothing there was to eat for them
hoi x*ist la ’àtsr*à'ts’ hink*i’Hs lu
then she went Magpie at night no
uitciHs’à 'l ’El’ là ’àsits’Emc hintatsânlà'tc’. àk”n là
she returned in her blanket wrapped up he said
smiyfw stim’ tsiy’à àtsànlà'tc’p. lutasq*à’*q'^â’®ls.
Coyote what is that you have wrapped up she said nothing
âküstus là stsitsim’fl’t.s xuic tsànmülEmc. hoi
she told them her children go fetch water then
ni’‘càrucEnts. hoi hinmàl’p là sflc*â’®. hoi
she cooked it then it boiled the water then
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tcitsk*fnts x^iy’à tsànlà'tc’ hLnpuk*ltk*â’ânts. àk*'n
she took it that which was wrapped she put it in he said
ià smiyfw hay’o IfmlEmc. hoi r*alt ttatsk*ints.
Coyote my! thank you then it was cooked she took it
qapflts’a ’*. hoi inpà'k*unts. âkustus ia stsitstm’fl’tal’t.s
a dish then she put it in it she told the children
xui flnul. hoi iin ià stsitsim’fl’tàl’t.s ià smiyi'w
go eat then they ate the children Coyote
lutày’à'mtEmilc. hoi iin. àk*n ià smiyfw pEnàl
was not fed then they ate he said Coyote at least
tsa ’asxàsftk*à’^. tcâitciy’6q*s. hoi àk^'n ià
some of the broth I could drink then he said
smiyfw mâl’ftcâ’®hii axfstx*. âk*n ia ’âir’'à 'ts’
Coyote where is it that you got it she said Magpie
ia sxüdânt.
the ice
x*'i’'i là'x"'um kum’ tàtc lu’ui loq*' lâ'x*um.
there she made a hole then toward there also he made a hole
hoi kum’ k*anftcn’ x*'i’1 sr’^à'lgwul. kum’ x"i’i
and then he took on his back this dragnet then here
usilc kum’ tàtc iu’ui àtsqà’*. kum’ tsi’*i ànpâ'k"'
he dived then toward there he went then there he caught a little
x*u asr*'âlgwul. hoi àk"n ià smiyfw. hoi tcin’â '
in the net then he said Coyote then I
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xâl ta n ’â ' tcày’Exfs. xui hoi xàl xui là smiyfw.
also I will do thus he went then also he went Coyote
hoi ha Ia'x*'um kum’ ha sr"a'lgwul. hoi xal usilc
then the hole and the dragnet then also he dived
tàtc lu’ul àtsqà’*. hoi tatsk*fnts q’lq’fx'a’®
toward there he came out then he fetched a few
na’^ku tal’tsi“ tcay’ar*.
he thought farther there will be many
tal’tsi" là'kut ulla'x*unts. hoi dsilc hoi
farther at a distance he made a hole then he dived then
tsàntâ'gwun. hoi tàxux. hoi tc’u“
he failed to reach it then he died then he was gone
hink’f’Hs hoi la la’ax’’' àxùsEntEm apul’ya^hâl’
at night then in the morning he was looked for by Mole
x 'i ’1 xali’' usilc lu’"l àtspuk'f - q’iq’f’‘x*a’“.
here maybe he dived there the little catch few
hoi tal’tsi’‘ la 'k u t ulla'x*unts hoi nâ ’ul’üsilc
then farther at a distance again he made a hole then £^ain he must have dived
lutay’âtsqà’às. hoi tàxux. hoi hinxux*dq>alqs.
he did not come out then he died that is the end of the road.
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COYOTE IMITATES MAGPIE

Interlinearized text
01

Ie
is
det

ECWlS
EC

-w is

act

-dwell

smayfw
s+mayiw
Coyote

sp
spi
have

snuk^cwis.
s+nuk’* -sc
fellow
-act

Where Coyote dwelt, he had a neighbor.

02 £t^"éc’

aC"

hs

sc9C3m’fl’terts.

E i^ " E c’

a f"

hE

Magpie

many

det

s+ca-Hcam’-l-il’t+ E rt -s
children
-3g

Magpie (the neighbor) had many children.

03 ts
is
det

smayi'w
sH-moyiw
Coyote

toil,
t-l-cil
Speople

Coyote had five (children).

04

hoi
hoi
hoi

csq’smflanals.
c s + q ’sm + flan
hungry

-ils
-3p

Then they were hungry.

Here the compound exhibits Ec-wis, with inflectional

ec-

14
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-wis*
-dwell

15

05

ta
te
det

'>éU*8‘> d’am’
q’3q’ix"'E'>.
‘>étic*e‘> c’am’
q 'a + q 'fx V
camas remaining few

There was only a little camas left.

06

C’em’
c’am’
remaining
ac’âial
EC -axil
act -do

tmiS tg*El’
scacom’fl’terts
k*um’ ta ‘^et^*éc’ ci*^t
tmis tg^el’
s+ ca+ cam ’+ fl’t+ e l’t-s k*um’ te et^^ec’ c P + t
only because children
-3g k*um’ det Magpie demav

t
ô’am’
t
c’am’
conj remaining

q ’aq’fx'e?
q’a4-q’ix V
few

ta ‘?étx*e'>.
te ‘^etx^e'^
det camas

The remaining camas was just enough for his children. Then Magpie did something
with the little bit of camas.

07

hoi
hoi
hoi

x"'ist
x^is-ft
travel

te
te
det

smayfw.
s-Hmayiw
Coyote

Then Coyote went out.

08 hoi
hoi
hoi

ta senq’emil’tups.
te sen 4-qem -I-0 ’t 4- ups^
det dung

And Coyote consulted dung [his powers].

^Reichard types q’em in her typescript; her stem list has qem. Both have the same gloss.
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09

ek*üstus
ek^n -st(u)
say -et
The first

10 hoi Ek*n
hoi ek’'n
hoi say

t

Si'^t hoi
-s i
Si'^t hoi
-3e conj first hoi

t’P
emph

ôi’^àsq’emflan.
ôn-ds+q’em+flon
Is-hungry

power said, "Then I’m really

hungry, too."

ô e tô o s tà q

ô a t y ’a^ ’p q fn ’.

6e t - 6 n - s + t a q

ÔGi-y’a<” p + q f n ’

ftit-ls-sarviceberry

fut-many

Then it said, "I’ll be sarviceberries; there will be many."

11 hoi ut'^em's x”'ut
ufn’utx"
hoi ut+'^enfs x*ut
ut
-n*^utx*
hoi return
proceed back
-enter

te
te
det

*>ecetx*.
“^e+cetx*
house

Then he went back, he reentered the house.

12

ek’^n ci*^
3n’étx"'e‘> Ôac’sÔfneôS
ek"n ci")
in -‘^étX*'e‘> èic+*^eôin+eôs -§
say demav 2sg-camas fetch
-imp

dey’ftmet
ôasonc’ésp
t
ôes-'^itn-met 6es-hn+c’ésp t
fut-eat -Ip fut-gone
conj

hont’âqeney’,
hn -t’âq-hnt-ey’
loc -sack
He said, "Go get your camas. We’ll eat it. It will be gone, that which is in the
sack."
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13 g^iCsn
ta
g*i6 -n te
see -Is det

y’a^’pqm’
y’a^’p+qfn’
many

ta
te
det

staq.
s+ taq
sarviceberry

"I saw lots of sarviceberries."

14 hoi ôock*fnc
ta pul’yahâl’
hoi èic+k^in-nt-s te pul’yahâl’
hoi fetch -tr-3e det Mole

ta '^étx*e‘^.
te "^étx^e?
det camas

And Mole went and fetched the camas.

15

hoi
hoi
hoi

emc
em
feed

-t -s
“tr-3e

ta smoyfw.
te s+msyfw
det Coyote

Then Coyote was fed.

16

hoi
hoi
hoi

ta xal
te xel
det too

et^'^éc’ he
e tf'é c ’ he
Magpie det

smfy’ems
s+m fy’em
woman

ta ‘?étx*e‘^es.
hoi xal itnc
-s hoi xel 7itn-nt-s te 9ÉtxV -s
-3g hoi too eat -tr-3e det camas -3g

And Magpie and his wife also ate their camas.

17

hoi c’esp ta ‘>etx*B'’esal§.
hoi c’esp te ‘>étx*e‘> -s
. hoi
gone det camas
-3g

-il§

-3p

And their camas was gone.
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18

hoi
hoi
hoi

ft’atS.
‘>it+'>it+5
sleep

Then they slept.

19 hoi uk*fct9m
hoi u+k*i‘^c -t^
hoi early
***

-m
-mid

qittolS.
q ii+ t -il§
awake -3p

Then they woke up early.

20

hoi
hoi
hoi

lute'^i'tosolS.
lut+ e‘> -‘^iin
still not -eat

-s
-ilS
-3e -3p

Then still they could not eat.

21

deit.
dext
go
They went.

22 hoi x*ui - e I ’ o I ’ i'S
hoi x*ui
E l 'l 'i S
hoi go
hill

t’ot’PôsIS.
t’9 + t’ic-il§
protrude-3p

Then they went over the protruding hills.

This could be what Doak calls the resultive, or stative suffix (2.2.2.2.2).
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23

Ek^ustus
ek*n -st(u) -s
say -ct
-3e

4s smayiw
ta pul’yahâl’
te s+mayfw te pul’yahdl’
det Coyote
det Mole

âc’xant
ac’x
look at

ta
-nt te
-tr det

slaq
s+ taq
sarviceberry

y ’a^’pq’i'n’.
y’a^’p + q m ’
many
Coyote said to Mole, "Look at all the sarviceberries!"

24

hoi tel’ci*^
déxtolS.
hoi tel’+ci*^
dext -il§
hoi from there go -3p
Then from there they kept going.

25

hoi limt
te scocom’fl’tel’ts
ôastôem’cinamS.'*
hoi lim + t
te s+ c s+ c sm ’+ il’t+ e l’t-s 6es-t
-èem’+cm
hoi rejoicedet children
3g
fut-stem -pick fbod

-mS
-cont

Then they were glad their children would have something to pick for eating.

26 k*um’ ek^ustus
lut k’*uk’"'n’iy’e‘>.
k~um' ek^n
-st(u) -s
lut k’*u+k’*nT'y’e‘>
k"um’ say
-ct
-3e neg very_soon
Then he said to them, "No...very soon."

^ h e vowel in the future marker is unexpected.
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27 hoi
hoi
hoi

k*um* tel’ci*^
dext hoi hehui
k*um’ tEr+ci*^
dext hoi hehui
k*um' from_there go hoi intij

x*i'^ ne'>
k^uptôam’cfnom.
x"i? ne*^
k^u+p-t
-ôem’+cm -m
dem perhaps 2p -stem -pick fbod mid

And then they went on from there. "Here you can pick and eat. "

28 hoi te cidsdiil’moncut.
hoi ie. cP
-ds+dul’+m n+cut
hoi det demav -run
Then they ran to get there.

29 x*'i'>‘t
x~i9-kt
dem

uSit
x"'i‘>t
u+Sit x~i?+4
exactly dem

âxal
ek*n
a+xal ek'n
also
say

ieP
ôe?
ought

k*'ung"’3mx'*'.
k~u -hn+g'omx"
2s -be_true

"Here, right here, "and he also said, "you ought to be sure."

30 hosanq’emfl’tups
Ô’u
x'^a
hn -sen+qem +il’t+ups 6'u
x^e
stem -dung
absent det

slaq.
s+ iaq
sarviceberry

But dung [his powers][made] the sarviceberries disappear.

31

n^ey’flg^Es
fa
hn+^Ey’+flg*ES fe
angry
det

pul’yahal’ k^um’ fa ‘?ef^*'éc’
pul’yahâl’ k*um’ fe Ef^*Éc’
Mole
k^um’ det Magpie

xal n^ey’flg^ES.
M hn+^Ey’+flg*es
too angry

Then Mole was angry, and Magpie was too.
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32

te
smayfw ha
te s+mayiw ha
det Coyote
ha
'^Esitsatk'"
hat
-sftsatk* hat
cintr -winter conn

ha
ha
ha

ha mex*t
ha mex"'+t
ha laugh

ep
ept
there is

ek^n
ek"'n
say

staq
s+ taq
sarviceberry

k*'upgutpaséye‘>
k"u+p-g*t+pseye
2p -foolish
k*um’ ut
k*um’ ut
k*'um’ back

pintô
pintô
always

te
te
det

ha ha ha.
ha ha ha
ha ha ha

Coyote laughed, "ha, ha, ha! He said "you’re all foolish, there are never
sarviceberries in winter." And again he laughed, "ha, ha, ha."^

33 hoi ut'^enis
utpane?
cetx*'sal§.
hoi u t+ ‘Bern's ut
-pene"^
cetx* -s
hoi return
back -as_far_as house 3g

-il§
-3p

Then they returned again back as far as their house.

34 ô’u
te
ô’u
te
absent det

‘^ic’i'titasolS.
*>ic -'^itn -s -il§
cont -eat
-3e-3p

There was nothing to eat.

^ Either pintÔ translates as both "always" and "never," or a negative marker is missing.
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35

hoi x*ist
hoi x*is+t
hoi travel

ta
te et^*éc’
det Magpie

honk^Pc
hn+k*Pc
dusk

lu
utôi'^c’él’al’
ts
lut u t+ ô ic + c ’e r + l ’ te
neg return
det

‘^esfc’amS
hanôacenléd’.
"^e
-sic’ -m§
hn -ôic-cen+leô’
cintr -blanket-indef loc -dir-wrapped
Then Magpie went off in the night and returned with something wrapped in a blanket.

36 ek*n
ek*n
say

te smayfw
stim’
te s+mayiw s+ tim ’
det Coyote
what

ciy’e ecenléé’p.
ciy’e ec+cen+leô’+ p
demaj wrapped_up

Coyote said, "What is that that is wrapped up?"

37

lutasq*â’q*e‘>ls.
lut+ as -q"'â‘?4-q"'e'^l
neg
-speak

-s*
-3e

[Magpie] said nothing.

38

ek*ustus
te scacsm’fl’ts
ek*n -st(u) -s
te s-f-ca+com’-fil’t-s x*ui -5
say -ct
-3e det child
-3g
go -imp

cenmubmS.
cen+mul -m -S
dip up
caus -imp

He said to his child, "Go and fetch water."

®This could also be an s-...-s circumfix; I retain my analysis.
^ This is xu"c in the typescript; a possible transliteration would be x*ui§.
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39

hoi
hoi
hoi

ni'^SâruSonc.
ni'^ + Sârus -nt-s
boil
-tr-3e

The he boiled it.

40 hoi hsnmâl’p
hoi hn+m âl’+ p
hoi boil

te sfk*e‘^.
te s+ik*e'>
det water

Then the water came to a boil.

41

hoi dock’^mc
x*iy’e cenléô’
honpok*ftk*e‘^enc.
hoi ôic+k"in-nt-s x*iy’e cen+le6’ hn+pek*-i't+k"e‘>
hoi fetch -tr-3e dem wrapped contain-water

-nt-s
-tr-3e

Then he took that which was wrapped and put it in the water.

42 ek"n te smayfw
ek”'n te s+moyfw
say det Coyote

hay’o limbmS.
hay’o lim-fl3m+§
intij
be_thankful

Coyote said, "My, thank you."

43

hoi
hoi
hoi

tCack^inc.
q’*elt t
-Cic+k*in-nt
cook stem -fetch -tr

q ’*Elt

-s
-3e

Then it was cooked and she brought it.
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44

qapi'tc’e‘>.
qepftc’e‘>
plate
A plate.

45

hoi
hoi
hoi

onpék*9nc.
hn+pek*-nt-s
contain-tr-3e

Then he put [the food in the dish].

46

ek^ ustus
ek*n
sa y

-st(u) -s
-c t
-3e

ie

s c o c a m ’f l’tEl’ts

ts

s+ca+com ’+ fl’t+ e r t

det

ch ild r e n

x*u i itn u l.

-s
-3g

x*ui '>iin-ul

go

eat

-imp

Then he told his children, "Go eat."

47

hoi
hoi
hoi

itn
"^itn
eat

te
scacam’fl’terts
te
s4-ca4-cam'4-H't-l-ert -s
det children
3g

te
te
det

smayi'w lutey’émtamalS.
sH-mayfw lut4-ey -‘>ém-l-t-l-am-il§
Coyote
not_yet -feed
-3p

Then the children ate and not yet did they share.

48

hoi
hoi
hoi

itn.
*^itn
eat

Then they ate.
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49

ek*n te smayi'w
ek**n te s+mayiw
say det Coyote

panel
p’unal’
at least

ca ‘^asxes{tk*e‘>.
ce s+xes+sfk^e*^
det broth

Coyote said, "At least some broth."

50

ÔGtei?y'ôq~s.
Cet-fin-s -‘>oq*s
fut-ls-fut -drink
"I could drink. "

51 hoi ek*n
hoi ek'*n
hoi say

te smsyi'w
te sH-mayiw
det Coyote

mel’iôe'^
hat
mel’-l-hiôe*? hat
whence
conn

axistx*.
aifl -st(u) -x*
do -ct
-2se

And Coyote said, "Whence did you (get) it?"

52

ek*n ta ‘>et^*éc’ ta
ek"'n te et^^éc’ te
. say det Magpie det

sxudent.
s4-üiïdent
ice

Magpie said, "The ice."

53 x*i‘^t
x*i‘^-ft
dem

léx*am
lex*-m
hole-mid

k*um’ tec lu'^ut
k*um’ te6 tu^-Hut
k"um’ dir demav

loq*
toq**
also

le'^x^am.
lex*-m
hole-mid

There, Magpie had made a hole, and Coyote also made a hole.

The typescript has loq*, the stem-list toq*. Both have the same gloss.
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54 hoi
hoi
hoi

x*i‘>t

k*um’ k^etiiôn’
k*um’ k*in+iôn’
k~um' backpack

s<‘*élg*'ol.

x " i9 + t s+ ^ * él+ g * 3 l

dem

fishnet

Then he (Coyote) took this fishnet on his back.

55 k*um’
usalS
k*um’ x * n + t ‘?us+ol§
k*um’ dem
dive

k*um’ ts6 tu^ut
k*um’ ted fu'^+ui
k^um’ dir demav

âcqe‘>.
acqe‘>
exit

Then here he dove and went out toward there.

56

k*um’ ci‘>t
enpér
r u m ’ c P + t hn+pek"
r u m ’ demav contain

x*u as^*élg*9l.
x"u s+^*él+g*9l
dem fishnet

Then he caught some there in the fishnet.

57

hoi e r n
hoi ek"n
hoi say

te
4e

det

smoyi'w
s+m9yi'w
Coyote

hoi
hoi
hoi

Ô9n’é xsl Ô9n’é ÙGy’9Ms.
Ô9n’é xeI ôon’é ÔEt-axfi -s
Ispro too Ispro fut-do
****

Then Coyote said.

58

x*ui hoi üeI
x*ui hoi x e I
go
hoi too

x*ui
x"ui
go

te smoyiw.
ie s+moyiw
det Coyote

Then he went too. Coyote.

^ The function of this suffix is not clear.
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59 hoi
hoi
hoi

he léx"'3m
he lex“-m
det hole-mid

k*um’ ha
k^um’ he
k*um’ det

s^^élg^sl.
s+^"él+g*al
fishnet

Then (into) the hole and (with) the fishnet.

60 hoi
hoi
hoi

xal usalS
te6
xel ‘>üs-l-9l§ teô
too dive
dir

tu^ut
demav

âcqe*^.
âcqe*>
exit

Then he also dived and went out.

61

hoi Ô9ck*fnc
q’9q’fx"'e‘^
hoi 6ic4-k'*in -nt-s q’3 + q ’fx"'e'>
hoi fetch
-tr-3e few

ne‘>k*'û
ne‘^k*un
think

tel'cP
tel’+ c P
from there

ôay’a^*.
5es-a^*
fut-many

Then he fetched a few. He thought that farther out from there will be many.

62

tEl’ci*^
lék*ut
tel’+ci'^
Isk^-l-ut
from there far

utlex^anc.
ut
-lex'“-nt-s
back -hole-tr-3e

Farther out he again made a hole.

63

hoi usais
hoi '^ust-alS
hoi dive

hoi centég^'an.
hoi cen+tEg^+n
hoi fall short

Then he dove, (but) he did not get back to the hole.
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64

hoi
hoi
hoi

tâXuü.
t ’Ex^+x*'®
die

Then he died.

65 hoi é’u
h3nk"Pc hoi ta
hoi ô’u
hn+k"i‘?c hoi tE
hoi absent dusk
hoi det

la'^ax* Exusantom
la?%*
ex*4-us-nt-m
morning search-tr-nte

apul’yahâl’ x'^i'^t xali*^
pul’yahâl’ x*i'^+t tali')
Mole
dem
maybe

lisoiS
tu^t
Ecpak*!- q ’aq’Px*E*).
“^üs+olS tu ‘)+ u t EC -pEk* q’9 + q ’ix*E‘)
. dive
demav act-contain few
Then he was gone at night; then in the morning Mole looked for him. "Maybe he
d o v e h ere; h e r e is h is sm a ll ca tch ."

66

hoi

tEl’ci*)

ték ^ u t

hoi

t e l’ + ci*)

lEk* +

hoi

fr o m th e re

far

lutay’âcqe‘)£s.
lut+Ey -àcqE")
not_yet -exit

Ut

uilÉ x*9n c

hoi

ne

uf

hoi

ne*)

hoi

p erh ap s

-lEx"'-nt-s

b a c k -h o le -tr -3 e

?ut^usal5
ut
-')uS+9ls

-s
***^^

"Then he made another hole farther out, and maybe he dived in there and has not yet
come out.

Both Reichard and Nicodemus list t’sx* as the stem; Nicodemus includes the inflected
form (he died), as taxux.
" Again, this is possibly the s-...-s circumfix.
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67

hoi
hoi
hoi

tâxux.
t ’ex*+x*
die

Then he died.

68

hoi
hoi
hoi

h3nx*ux*âtpalqs.
hn+x*ât+p+alqs
lhe_end_of_the_road

That is the end of the road.
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M an Ca ug h t

in f i r e

Corral

Facsimile of the Reichard Typescript

x*à ’àts’EkustEm i*ts’fts’EtsEmc x^a tatc ntc’Emip
it used to be said they were making a fire corral toward a place near Sand Point
kum’ ày’nfl x~a gwa'lEntEm u“yàrkum ’ x^i’l
then because it was burned in a circle then here
n i’hia'ptas axusEntEm x*a tttm’ix* x*a tcast’âpEntEm.
when they went in amongst they were looked for animals to be shot
hoi kum’ u“a i ajrf t’âpEm kum’ lut’ul’ x*a sniw’t
and then just as there was shooting then not shy (modest) the wind was
kum’ x*iy’a sgwalp t’axt gwalp. kum’ xux*iy’a tsi’^
and this burned fast it burned then these there
t’âpEm kum’ tsi’' sâq”*unts. kum’ x*at’p. hoi kum’
shooting then there they opened it (made a gap) and ran and then
x*i’‘ x*'a ttcna'k’^a’® gwftctEm iH’âpEmc. kum’
here one person was seen shooting then
dul’mEntsut. tsi’l kum’ u i’an’anfs.
they ran there then they went out again
hoi kum’ la na ’ulpEnà’* tsa'tx* hil
and then when they came up to the house and

30
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q*â’*q*â’“l x*à stcint hii miipnuntEm âpl tc’u“.
talked the people and it was learned there was gone
hoi kum’ âk*n u“may tcàlgwâlpfnà’*. hoi tà’àxùsEntEm.

and then he said I bet he was burned over then he was looked for
tc’u“. 1 inkT 'ts kum’ ak*n u“mày tcàtgwâlpfnà’*.
he was absent when it was night and he said I bet he was burned over
kum’ ak~n ha smfy’am hoi uitca'cEntsal tcâstu“slâq’màt.
and she said his w ife then com e with me we will search for him
hoi kum’ nà’“ t’u ’“ ar* na*m’n ’us tk’“inc xux*iy’a

and then answering many I don’t know how many of those
sqdl’qal’tumx* xux*iy’à ultcâ'cEntEm. xul tsantcits.

men this one was accompanied again they proceeded to arrive
àkùstEm x*i’‘ tsim i’" mal’x T i atsgwi'tcstEm. hoi
it was said here right here he was but is not anymore he was seen then
kum’ axusEntEm làq’EntEm xux*iy’à ’astcint. tgwal’

and he was looked for search was made by these people because
dixdàxt. âk"'n x 'i’^ t’i ’^tâxux. hoi kum’ t’i ’‘
they went here and there she said here surely he is dead and then surely
u"tc’a 'm ’.
it was dark

gwftctEm dEsf "gwt. hoi yâRaR xux*iy’a stcint.
it was seen very dimly then they gathered these people
ts’uts’u’um. kum’ x*iy’a smfy’am la tatc q’o'mqts a'm ic
they cried then this woman toward his head sat down
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kum’ tsânciltcàinfw’ pflElilc. kum’ tsi’i na’“ku
and in a circle alongside they sat down then there she thought
hoi hismusEm x*i’1 yo lut stcint. kum’ uimdsEnts
now I w ill feel about here my! not a person then again she felt about it
x*a tatc x ”i ’' lut stcint àpi t’fnt’inâ’®. ak*n
toward here not a person it had ears she said
x”iy ’a smi'y’àra hà lut stcint àt’ix*ulEm x*i’‘
this woman yes not a person it is different here
stcsiusmis. kum’ a ’ayâR x*i’4 musEntEm. kun’
its eyes then by all here it was felt it turned out to be
lâmqâ’*. hoi kum’ àpl mâx*t. hoi kum’ ult’a'pElic.
a black bear and then they had a laugh and then they got up
u l’âxüsEntEm x*iy’a ’i^tsRusEm ha sqfl’tumx*. kum’
again he was looked for this one lost the man then
axusEntEm gwftctEm at’Ek’*f- • • at’Ek”'f- •• k’^ay’
he was looked for he was seen lying lying still
atsx*a'lx*ult. itsgw a'lp kun’ x*i’' x*a nà ’iH’âps
alive he was he was burned it was clear! here where his kill was
x*i*‘ anlâmqâ’®. kum’ tsi’i uixuistEm x*à tatc
this black bear then there again he was taken toward
tsatx*s x*iy’a sqfl’tumx*. tsi" x*a hinx*âtpalqs.
his house this man there the end o f the road.
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MAN C a u g h t

in e

»

e corral

Interlinearized text
01

X*E

‘^ec’3k*üst3m

x*e

EC

det

cust -say

-Ek"n

ic ’fc’ocomS

-st(u)

-m

y ’c

-c ’ic ’oc

-cust

-nte cont -fire'

k"um’ Ey’nft

x*E g"'ébnt9m

uyâr.

r u m ’ Ey’n ii

x'^'e

uyar

r u m ’ because

det bum

g"El -nt-m
-tr-nte

x "'e

-m§

tEÔ

nÔ’omfp

X*E t z t

hn-l-ô’omfp

-cont det dir

Sand_Point

circle

It used to be said they were making a fire corral toward Sand Point. It was
burned in a circle.

02 r u m ’ x''i‘>t

nPnÉptES

Exùsontom

X*E

totm’fx*

X*E

k*um’

ni'>-nept -s

Ex*+us-nt-m

X^E

ttm’ix*

x’^E

r u m ’ dem

loc-enter -3e

search-tr-nte

det

animals

det

ÔEst’â p sn ta m .

6es-t’ap
fut-shoot

-nt-m
-tr-nte

Then here they went in and looked for animals to shoot.

* In the typescript, Reichard has it as above; the stem-list has iô for make fire corral with
a (?) following it.
33
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03

hoi

k * u n i’ u § a f

E pt

t ’â p a m

hoi

k^u m ’ u + § i t

Ept

t ’ap

hoi

k * u m ’ e x a c tly

th e re _ is

sh o o t-m id

r u m ’ x^iy’E sg*Elp
r u m ’ x"'iy’e s
-g^el+p
k~um’ dem nom -burn

k’*'um’

-m

k“u m ’
k*um ’

lut’ul’
lut4-")ur
nonhab

X*E
X*E
det

sniw’t
s+niw ’t
wind

t ’axt g^slp.
t’ax(t) g'sH -p
swift bum

Then just as there was shooting, an unexpected wind blew strong and it burned
fast to the ground.

04 r u m ’ x*ux*iy’E
r u m ’ x*'u+x’^iy’e
r u m ’ dem

ci*^
t’âpam
ci'>
t’ap -m
demav shoot-mid

r u m ’ cP
sâq’*anc.
k*um’ ci'>
saq’-nt-s
ru m ’ demav open-tr-3e

Then there they were shooting; then there he opened it.

05

k*um’ x*Et’p.
r u m ’ x~Et’-kp
r u m ’ run
Then they ran.

06

hoi
hoi
hoi

k'^um’ x'^P x*e tônék’*E‘?
r u m ’ x^i*? x^e tùt-nék’V
ru m ’ dem det 1person

g^iôtam
it’âpamS.
g*id -t -m y’c -t’ap
see tr-nte cont -shoot

-m§
-cont

Then here one was seen shooting.
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07

k*um’ dul’mancut.
k^um’ dul’+m n+cut
k*um’ flee
Then they fled.

08 c P i
k*um’ u t’en’anfs.
c P + t k'^um' ut+*^enfs
demav k*um’ return
Then there they went out again.

09 hoi k*um’ te
hoi k*um’ det

ne
ne")
perhaps

sôint
s+ôint
people

miipnuntom
m ii+p -nun
learn
-sue

hoi k*um’ te

hot
hot
conn

“^ntpane*?
cétx* hot
ut
-pene*^
cetx* hot
back
-as_far_as house conn
ept
-nt -m ept
-tr -nte there is

q*'â'>q*e‘>l
q"i"^+qV l
speak

é’u.
è’u
absent

Then when they got back to the house, it was learned one was missing.

10 hoi k*um’ ek^n

umey

6etg*elpme‘>.

hoi k*um’ ek*n

umey

ÔEt-g*el+p

hoi k*um’ say

umey

loc-bum

-pene"^
-as_far_as

And they said, "I am sure he was burned. "
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x*e
x*e
det

36
11 hoi tE'^exüsantam.

hoi tE
hoi dir

-E x * + u s

-search

-nt-m
-tr-nte

And he was looked for.

12 6’u.
6’u
absent
He was gone.
13 i
i
conj

onk^Pc
k“um’ ek’^n
hn+k*i‘^c k^um’ Ek*n
dusk
k*um’ say

umey ÔEtg"'elpfn6‘^.
umey èet-g^El-l-p -psnE*^
umey loc-bum
-as_far_as

At night fall they said, "I bet he was burned all over. "

14 k*um’ ek*n

he

sm fy’sm

hoi utééSoncel

k"um’ Ek*n

he

s + m fy ’sm

hoi ut

k^um’ say

det

woman

hoi back -accompany -tr-3e-imp

-ôs§

-nt-s-ul

ôEstuslâq’met.
Ô£s-tu‘>s -laq’-met
fut-mut

-search-ip

Then his wife said, "Then you must come back with me and we will look for
him."
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15 hoi k*um’ ne*>
hoi k*um’ ne*?
hoi k*um’ perhaps

t’u'> a^*
t’u*^ a^*
well many

nem’n’us tk’*in§
x^ux^iy’a
nem’n’us t
-k’*in§
x"'u+x*iy’e
maybe_so stem -how many dem

sqâl’qal’tumx*
x"ux*iy’e
uiôéSontom.
s+qdl’+ qal’tumx* x*'u+x*iy’e ut
-de§
-nt-m
men
dem
back -accompany -tr-nte
Then maybe many, maybe a few men went with her.

16 x*ut
cenôfc.
x"ut
cen-fôic
proceed arrive
Then they arrived.

17 ek^ustom
Ek*n -st(u)
say
-ct

x*'i'> comi*? mel’x*Pt
-m x'^'i'^ ***
mel’-x*'P+t
-nte dem ***
dir -dem

ecg“'iôst3m.
ec
-g*iô
cust -see

-st(u) -m
-cust -nte

It was said he was seen right here.

18 hoi

k*um’ axüsantam

lâq’antom

x*ux"iy’E

'^esôint.

hoi

k*um’ Bx*+us-nt-m laq’

-nt-m x“u + x * iy ’e

s+ ôin t

hoi

k"um’ search-tr-nte

-tr-nte dem

people

search

Then he was looked for and search was made by these people.
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19 tg*el’
dâxdext,
tg*er
dâx+dejt-ft
because travel
Because they travelled.

20

Ek*n

Gk^n
say

t'i?
x~i? t’i'>
dem emph

tâxux.
t'Gx"+x~^
die

She said, "Certainly, he died."

21 hoi k*um’ t'i?
hoi k^um’ t’i*^
hoi k"um' emph

uô’ém’.
u + d ’ém’
dark

Then it was dark.

22 g*i0tom
g*iC -t
see -tr

d3sr* g*t.
-m
dis+g*t
-nte twinkle

It was seen twinkling.

23 hoi yâTaf x*ux"'iy’s
sôint.
hoi ya^+a^ x^u+x^iy’e s+ôint
hoi gather
dem
people
Then these people gathered.

See footnote #10, Coyote Imitates Magpie.
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24 c ’üc’u'^um.
c’u + c ’u'^um
weep
They wept.

25 k*um’x*iy’e sm iy’sm

ta

tad q ’^ômqas

émaS

k*um’ x*'iy’e s + m fy ’em

te

ted q’*ôm +q9n -s

em

-§

k*um’

k^um’ dem

det

dir head

sit

-cont

k*um’

woman

cenSaldctm'w’
cen-Sald
-etm'w’
loc-circle -loc

-3g

k*um’

pitalalS.
pit
-il§
scatter -3p

Then the woman was sitting by his head; then in a circle they scattered.

26 k^um’ ci'^t ne'^k*ü
k^um’ c P + t ne^^un
k*um’ demav think

hoi hasmusam
hoi hn
-s -mus
-m
hoi Isg -fut -feel_about-mid

x"'i‘^t yo lut sdint.
x*i'>-t-t yo lut s+dint
dem
yo neg people

Then she thought, "I’ll feel about here....hey, this isn’t a person!"

27 k*um’ utmusanc
k*um’ u t
-mus
k*um’ back -feel_about

-nt-s
-tr-3e

x*'e ted
x*e ted
det dir

x*i'> lut sdint
ept t’mt’ine‘>.
x''P lut s+dint ept t’in + t’ine*?
dem neg people have ears

Then she felt about again, it was not a person, it had ears.
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28 £k*n
ek*n
say

x*iy’E smiy’sm he
x*iy’e s+m fy’em he
dem woman
det

lut sCint
et’ix^slsm
lut s+ôint e + t’fx*3l-m
neg people different-mid

x*i"^ sôstüsmas.
x*P s+ ôsf+us+ m n -s
dem eyes
-3g

Then the woman said, "It is not a person. It is different, here are its eyes. "

29 k*um’a‘>aya^
k"'um’ a+ya^
k"um’ all

x*i‘>‘i
x"i‘^ + i
dem

musantam.
mus
feel_about

-nt-m
-tr-nte

Then everyone felt about.

30

k*un’ tàmqe").
k*un’ iâmqe*^
intij
blackbear
Then it was clear; it was a black bear.

31 hoi k*um’ ept mex^t.
hoi k*um’ ept mex*+t
hoi k*um’ have laugh
Then they all laughed.

32 hoi k*um’ u tt’epalaS.
hoi k*um’ ut
-t’ep -il§
hoi k*um’ back -stand -3p
Then they stood up again.
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33

u i’exûsàntem
x*iy’a “^ic^Usam
ut
-ex"+us-nt-m x*iy’£ ">ic -fus
back -search-tr-nte dem cont -lost

-m
-mid

ha sqil’tumx*.
he s-l-qfl’tumx*
det man

Again they looked for the lost man.

34 k*um’ Exusantam g*i'ôtam
k*um’ ex^+us-nt-m g^iC -t-m
k*um’ search-tr-nte

see

-tr-nte

et’ak’*f ••

Gt'ak"'f -

k’*ey’

et’ek’*+i'

et’ek’*-l-f

k’*iy’

lie

lie

quiet

Ecx"'élx*alt.
EC -X^el-f-X^El-i-t
act -alive
He was looked for; they saw him. He was lying very still-he was alive.

35 acg"élp
ec -g*el+p
act -bum

k*un’
k*un’
intij

x"i? x*e ne
x"i'> x~s ne*^
dem det perhaps

“^it’âps
y’c -t’ap -s
cont-shoot-3e

x~i? antâmqe*?.
x^P hn+tâmqe*^
dem black bear

He was burned, here where perhaps he had killed this black bear.

36 k"um’ ci'^t utxuistam
k^um’ c P + t ut -x*ui
k*um’ demav back -go

X*E t£&

CEtx^s

x*iy’a sqfl’tumx*.

-st(u)

-m

x"E tEÔ cetx*-s

x"iy’E s+ q fl’tumx*

-ct

-nte

det dir house-3g

dem

Then this man was taken back toward his house.
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3 7 ci*^
ci*^

x*E h3n x*âtp alq s.
x * e h n + x ”â t + p + a l q s

d em av det

th e _ en d _ o f_ th e _ r o a d

There, that is the end of the road.
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WAR BETWEEN BLACKFOOT AND COEUR D’ALENE
Reichard Facsimile

la ’Ltsq’"'a’^ w i's xu-1 pânâ’*
they travelled the ones hunting buffalo they proceeded as far as
su'V â'pum cla ’astq”*’i tsi’l a t t’ut’iA’*uk”'fl’up. x^iy’a
the whites the Blackfoot there- just had camped these
su“y â ' tsi’l umal’tsf" xux*i’ya itsq’T i da'sdEst.
whites there had homes these travelling camped
tcitâxüi hà ttcnâ 'k ’^â’* hâ stq’*i àsu 'x^stEm. hoi

when they arrived one of the Blackfoot was recognized then
n k 'r^ s ak*n hoi kum’ nà’* t a n ’ul’ànfs. hoi
at night he said now then w e better go back then
kum’ la la’ax" w i’^là yilmixum. àk*n nâq’*untEm
in the morning he cried the chief he said they are stolen

x*à ayàR hà ’àstcitcà’*. kum’ k’*ày’ tan atw ’it
ail the horses then still I was a boy
nà’* xil ccl x"i’^ tcin’ts’àxal ayâRaR àsts’âm’
might just here- I was like He-gathers-bones(nickname Tom Miyal gave to Ben
Nicodemus)
kum ’ âxüsEn x~iy’à histtc’àmûtEw’àsEn tc’u". xux*iy’à
then I looked for i this my what I ride was gone this very
hin’stsitcà’* kun’ nâq’"'tsàlàm.

my horse it was clear I had been stolen from

43
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hoi kum’ w i”^ak*n hoi nâ’* nxüimEntmàt.
and then he cried he said now w e will track them

kum’ àpi àkustmàlàm k’*nà’“ uitatsgwitdtsit x*à
then there were I was told soon we will find it again for you
n’stcitca’®. kum’ xui taitah'w ’às. x*iy’a tmus
your horse the nthey went they separated these four
tatc x*i’‘ kum’ x“iy’ ayàR tatc x"i’\ kum’
toward here adn these all toward there then
gwftctEm x 'iy ’a ta ts ’àm's x”à tmus ttc’à'sâl x*à
he was seen this one coming four two
stcftsà’âmc a'sal kum’ tatc slaq’ftk’^a’® kum’ stcint. x*iy’a
Coeur d’Alene two and toward the wide river and pwople those
tagw'tctsilc tcta'wca. kum’ tcicfpEntsilc x*iy’a stq’*i.
who saw it were six then they chased them these Blackfoot
ântsi*‘x*'f±*â’“ x*a ’antsa'x*ut. kum’ ia ntsi’^"fthey waded in the river then while they waded
tk*à’às x*'iy’à ttcnâ'k’*à’* kum’ iâ itcstnlii ià
this one then was very thirsty
’astcftca’* oq*s. uw ’fm’ Us’axfstus u’Ha'p’Ents

the horse he drank in vain he did thus to him(it) he just hit
uiintsuk*tsuk’'üsEnts.
again he pulled and pulled on the rein

lu u“tàx*. tsi’i int’ûx*Llck*'à’“ u“cii
no he stopped there they wade just (where)
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tsantc’amtc’amâxis iâ sik*à’“. kum’ tsi’4 tocipEntEm
it cam e up to his arms the water then there he was chased
x*a ’àstcftcâ’âmc. hinx“'ut’pi'tk*a’“. ts i'i pulustEm.

by the Coeur d’Alene he ran into the water there he was killed
k u m ’ tâte t s i’^ a y x * t ta l’ (a )stc ftc a ’® ta tâ d à 'x * L lc .

then toward there he got tired from the horse he dismounted
kum’ tcâstcit’ât’airfts’â ’*. kum’ tcftsEntEm x*â
then just as he was shooting then he was reached

’àttcnà'k” 'à’* hà stcftcà’àmc. kum’ tcast’âpEm
the one Coeur d ’Alene then he was to shoot
âswtlwilâmmtc la ’âstcitcâ'âm c ttsaqtsaqfltctEm.

with his gun the Coeur d’Alene his hands were cupped over his face
kum’ hLnq*iy’tmi'nts. kum’ t’i ’‘ tcitc’itc’i ’^t xux*iy’a
then he took pity on him and already he was very near this

ttcnà'k*â’* hâ stcftcà’âmc. tcits’â'k*n x*à
one the Coeur d’Alene said to him why should
luttcit’âpstx".
you shoot me
hoi kum’ tci'ts’a l ’El’ ttcna'k*a’* tci‘d a 'x \lc .
and then he arrived another he dismounted
kum ’ k*i'ntSLlc kum* tca 'm ’Entsilc la w ’l l ’w ’i l ’fm’silc
then he took it then they took them the arrows

kum’ ay’nfl ttsa'stsâcqEn xux*iy’a stq**i kum’
then because he had long hair this Blackfoot then
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tci^nftc’nitc’Entsilc x*iy’à tcapqfnsilc. kum’ là
they cut them off hither these his scalp and
mit’tc’ada’®. tsi’i kum’ tcitsâ ???saR"'pus ts’u’um.
it was blood then the tears ran down his face he cried
tsi’i kum’ akustEm tcâlkuy’tsx*à'lx*ult lutatcàspülustmàt.
there then he was told you are to live we will not kill you
tsi’4 hoi.
that is all
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WAR BETWEEN BLACKFOOT AND COEUR D’ALENE
Interlinearized text
01

ie
q’*'i9t te
travel det

'^3cq’*e‘>telwi's
ec -q’"i?t-elwfs
act-travel-loc

‘>astq**f
cM
§ot
stq’*i
c P + t Sit
Blackfoot demav just

x*u *t
x"ut
proceed

pene*^
suyépamS
pene*>
süyép+mS
as_far_as whites

ta
te
det

t’ut’3k”*’u k’*fl’up.
t’+ t’ek’* + k ’* + n ’up
camp

They travelled, they proceeded as far as some whites camped near the Blackfoot.

02 x"iy’e suyé
ci'^t umel’cP
x*iy’e suyép+m§ ci"?+t u+m el’+ c P
dem whites
demav from there

x"'ux*i‘^ya
ocq’^Pt
x*u+x*iy’e ec -q’"'i‘>t
dem
act-travel

désdost.
dés+dés+t
camp

These whites were from there; those travelling camped.

03 ôatex*ùi he tônék’^e*^
he
ôet-x*ui he tô+nék’"'e‘> he
loc-go
art person
art

stq’*i
esa'x*st9m.‘
stq’^i
ec
-sux* -st(u) -m
Blackfoot cust -know -cust -nte

When they went toward there, one of them was recognized by a Blackfoot.

04 hoi nk*Pc
ek"n
hoi hn+k*i'>c ek*n
hoi dusk
say

hoi k“um’ ne*^
ôsn’u t’em's.
hoi k*um’ ne*^
6 -ut
-“>enis
hoi k*um’ perhaps Ip-back -leave

‘ This is apparently a typo; Coeur d’Alene does not have a stressed schwa.
47
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Then at night, he (who was recognized) said, "Maybe we will go back."

05 hoi
hoi
hoi

k*um’ ta
k^um’ te
k*um’ det

la'^ax* wi?
la'^x*
wi*>
morning shout

te y9lmix*um.
te yolmfx^om
det chief

Then in the morning, the chief cried out.

06 ek*n
ek*n
say

nâq’^antsm
x"e ayâ^
he
naq’* -nt -m x*e at-yaf he
steal -tr -nte det all
art

'>escice‘>.
‘?esèiôe‘>
horse

He said, "All the horses were stolen."

07 k*um’ k’*ey’ ôantatw’ft
k“um’ k’^'iy’ 5n -ttw’it
k*um’ quiet Is -young man
ôan’c’âxal
ôn -ec
-Xel
Is -act -too

ne*>
xit
§at x*i'>
ne^
xit
Sit x"i?
perhaps might just dem

aydfaf
esc’am’.
a4-yàW usc’âm’
gather
bone

"Then, I was a young man, maybe I was just also as Ben here. •<2

08 k*um’ ex*usan
k^um’ ex*-fus -n
k*um' search -Is

x*iy’e hastô’emùtsw’essn
x*iy’e hn -tô’+ m ü t+ aw’es-fn
dem
Isg -horse

ô’u.
è’u
absent

"Then I searched for it, my horse—it was gone."

2 «Ben" refers to Ben Nicodemus, "He who gathers bones."
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09 x*ux*iy’B
x * u + x * i y ’E
dem

hsn’scfôe*^

k*un’

nâq’*cel8m.

hn
Isg

k"un’
intij

naq’* - t - s e (1 )
steal -tr -Iso

- ‘>BsôfôE‘>

-horse

-m

-nte

"This very one, my horse, it was clear, had been stolen."

10 hoi
hoi
hoi

k*um’ wï>
k*um’ wi'>
k*um’ shout

ek"n
ek*n
say

hoi ne*?
nx^uimontmet.
hoi ne*?
hn -x*ui -m
hoi perhaps loc -go
stem

-nt
-tr

-met
-Ip

And then, He cried out, he said, "Then perhaps we will go(after them).

11 k*um’ epi
ek"ustmelem
k’"'ne‘>
k"um’ epi
ek*n -st(u) -me(l) -m k’'"nB'>
k*um’ th erejs say -ct
-Iso
-nte fut
uîôocg*fôtcat
ut
-^ic -g“iÔ -tt
back
-dir -see -appl

x*e

-s -t
-3e -nte

n’sôfôe*^.
x*E in
-'^esCfCe'?
det 2sg -horse

"Then there I was told, "We will search for your horse for you."

12 k*um’ x*ui ôotôotiw’ss.
k*um* x*ui ÔBt-1-ÔEt-l-i'w’ES
k*um’ go separate
Then they went, they separated.
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13 x^iy’e
x^iy’e
dem

tmus teô
k*um' x*iy’
t+m us teô x"i'> k^um’ x*iy’e
four dir dem k*um’ dem

ayâ^
a+ya^
all

tsô x"!*^.
taô x"'P
dir dem

These four (went) toward here, these all toward there.

14 k*um’ gTôtom
k*um’ g^iô -t -m
k*um’ see -tr -nte
sôiCG%m§
ésel
s+ôfce'^smS
t i + ‘>ésel
Coeur_d’Alene 2people

x’^iy’e èoc’enfs
x*iy’B Cic -“^enfs
dem dir -leave

tmus
x’^6 t+m us
det four
x *'e

k^um’ tsô staqT tkV
k^um’ tsô s+iaq+'^itk'^G'?
k*um’ dir wide_river

tô’ésel
tô+'^éssl
2people

x*e

X*G
det

k*um’ sôint.
k'^um' s+ôint
k"um’ people

Then four of them-two Cœur d’Alene, two (from) towards the wide river, saw
this Blackfoot.

15 x*iy’e
x^iy’s
dem

t£g’*i'ôcal§
t
-g*iS -t -s -il§
stem -see -tr -3e -3p

ôtéwâs.
t6+téw§s
6people

This six saw him.

16 r u m ’
k*um’
ru m ’

03§ip3nc9l§
0 9 § + fp

chase

-nt
-tr

x ' i y ’G

-s
-3e

-ilS
-3p

stq’*i.
x^y’estq’l
demBlackfoot

Then they chased this Blackfoot.
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17 Enci‘^x*i'tk"'E‘>
x^a ‘^ancéX*ut,
hn+ci'^x“+ft+k'*'e‘^ x"e hn+céx^ut
wade
det river
He waded into the river.

18 k*um’
k*um’
k*um’

te nci‘>x*ftk“'e'7es
te hn+ci‘>x'"+it+k*e‘> -s
det wade
***

GÔsanlü te '^eséiôe'^ oq*s.
odsnlup te ‘>esôf6e‘^ oq*
thirsty det horse
drink

x*iy’e
x*iy’e
dem

tanék”'e‘>
tC+nek’^E*^
1person

k*um' te
k*um’ te
k'^um’ det

-s
-3e

Then the one wading in the river, his thirsty horse drank.

19 uw’im’ oc’axfstus
uw’fm’ EC -axil -st(u) -s
worthless act -do
-ct
-3e

utép’onc
u-ftep’ -nt -s
strike
-tr -3e

utoncok^cak^usonc.
ut
-hn
-c3k*-f-cok'*'-l-us -nt -s
back -stem -pull
-tr -3e
In vain, he struck (the horse), he pulled back (on the reins).

20 lu
lut
neg

utâx*.
u-htax*
stopshaking
He did not stop shaking.
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21 ci'^i
ant’ûx*3l§k’*'e‘>
uW
ci?4-i hn -t’i3x’'+al§ -k*e‘> u+Sii
demav loc -jump
-water exactly

canô’amô’amâias
4e sfk"e‘>,
can+d’am +ô’am+aitn -s ie s+ik'^e?
armpits
-3g det water

There he jumped off (his horse) into the water just up to his armpits.

22 k*um’ ci'^t
£a§ipantam
k*um’ ci"?4-4 ôaS-t-fp -nt -m
k*um’ demav chase
-tr -nte

x*e
x*e
det

‘>esôi'ôe‘^em§.
s+0i'cs‘^em§
Coeur d’Alene

Then the Coeur d’Alene chased him.

23 h3nx*3t’pftk*e'^.
hn -x~Et’4-p -s-h ik V
loc -run
-water
They ran in the water.

24 ci‘^4
pulustam.
c P + i pulut -st(u)
demav injure -ct

-m
-nte

Here he was injured.

25 k*um’ teô ci*^
ayx*t
k"um’ tEÔ ci")
ayx^+t
k"'um’ dir demav tire

tel’ (e)sôiôe‘^ ôatEdéx^alS.
tel’ ‘^esôfôe'^ ôet -dex*
-il§
off horse
loc -dismount -3p

Then the horses tired, they dismounted.
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26 k*um' tesôit’ât’aptc’s'^.
k^um’ 6es -t’a + t ’ap -tc ’e*^
k*um’ fut -shoot
-body
Then he was about to shoot.

27 k*um’ ôfcantom
x"e
k*um’ Cic
-nt -m X*£
k*um’ arrive -tr -nte det

'^etCnék’*'e'^ he sCi'CE'^emS.
tC4-nCk'V he s +Cice'^eitiS
1person
det Coeur_d’Alene

Then the Coeur d’Alene reached him.

28 k"um’
k"um’
k"um’

CESt’àpam
EswoIwalemi'nC
Ces -t’ap -m s+waH-.wal+mm-fC
fut -shoot -nte gun

is ‘^EsCiCE'^smS
is s4-Ci'ce'^em§
det Coeur d’Alene

tcaqcaqflctam.
t+caq+caq+ilC -t -m
cup_hands
-tr -nte
Then he (the Coeur d ’Alene) was going to shoot him.

29 k"um’ hanq'^iy’tmmc.
k"um’ hn-l-q^iy’t -m
-nt -s
k’^um’ pity
-stem -tr -3e
Then he took pity (on the Blackfoot).
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30 k“um’ t’i?
k*um’ t'i?
k*um’ emph

ôiô’iô’P t
aie -ô’i+ ô ’i -t
dir -approach -nte

x*ux*iy’e
tènék*e‘>
he
x*u+x*iy’e ta+nék'"G? he
dem
1person
det

sÔfae'^EmS,
s-hôi'ce'^emS
Coeur_d*Alene
Then already towards this one the Coeur d’Alene had approached.

31 ôic’ék*n x*'e lutCit’âpstx".
ôic-ek"n x"e lut -die -t’ap -st(u)
dir-say
det neg -dir -shoot -ct

-x*
-2se

He said to him, "Don’t shoot."

32 hoi
hoi
hoi

k"um’ ôic’él’ol’
tônék*e'>
k“'um’ 6ic -c’el’H-l’ ta-fnek’^B*^
k^um’ dir -arrive
Iperson

aidéx*3l§.
aet -d E x *
-il§
loc -dismount -3p

Then another reached him and they dismounted.

33 k*um’
k*um’
k*um’

k"'mc3l§
k*in -nt-s
grab -tr -3e

w ’al’w ’al’im’salS
w ’ol’w ’al’im’ -s
knife
-3g

-il§
-3p

k*um’ aém’ancolS
k*um’ asm’
-nt -s
k*um’ pick up -tr -3e

-ilS
-3p

is
tE
det

- il§

-3p

Then they grabbed their knives.
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34 k*um’ ey’nft
tcésceSqsn
k*um’ ey’nit
t
-ces+ces+qan
k*um’ because stem -long hair
ôinfé’nsd’oncolS
Ôic-niè’-f niô’ -nt -s
dir -cut
-tr -3e

x*ux*'iy’e
stq’*i
k*um’
x*u+x*iy’e stq’^i
k*um’
dem
Blackfoot k"'um’

x^iy’e 5apqmsol§.
-il§ x*'iy’e 6p+qin -s
-3p dem hair
-3e

-il§
-3p

Then they scalped the Blackfoot.

35 k*um’ te mft’ô’ede*?.
k*um’ te mi't’ô’ede'>
k"um’ det blood
He bled

36 ci*^t
k*um’ ôsâ^*sa^*pus
ci"^+t k*um’ 6ic -câ^"'+sa^*'+pus
demav k*um* dir -shriek

c’u*^m
c’u*^m
weep

There then he shrieked, he cried.

37 ci*>t
ci'^+i
demav

k"um’ek’^ustom
ôe'l:k"'uy’cx*élx*3lt
k'^um’
ek'^n -st(u) -m
6et -k*u -y’c - x ^ e l + x ^ E l + t
k*um’say -ct
-nte fut -2s -cont -alive

lu ta ô E S p ü lu stm e t.

lut
neg

-Ces -pülut -st(u)
- f u t -kill
-c t

-met
-Ip

Then he (the Coeur d’Alene) said, "You will continue to live. We will not kill
y o u ."
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38 ci*>t
hoi.
c P + t hoi
demav hoi
That is all.
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G l o s s a r y A b b r e v ia t io n s

Source References:
B
D
H
NI
Nn
RA
RG
RS

=Paul Barthmaier, by citation # in his dictionary.
=Ivy Doak, by section
=Amy Hayter, by page # of her glossary.
= Lawrence Nicodemus, volume 1, by page
= Nicodemus, volume 2, by page #.
= Gladys Reichard 1947 (text analysis), by page #.
= Reichard 1938 (grammar), by section #.
= Reichard 1939 (stem-list), by page #.

Text References:
cm
mf
war

= Coyote Imitates Magpie.
=Man Caught in Fire Corral.
=W ar Between Blackfoot and Coeur d’Alene.

(glossary entries without text references occur too frequently to benefit from
listing all of them.)

Coeur d*AIene Alphabetical Order:
a c c’ C Ô’ d 0 E g* h i J k*' k’* 1 r t m m’ n n’ o p p ’ q
q* q’ q’* r r ’ s S 11’ u w w’ X X*' k X* y y’ ^

57
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G lo ssa ry

ac*i to watch or look at something. RS 92, MI 31, Nil 350. cm 23.
aifl to do thus. RS 92. cm 6, 51, 58; war 19.
ay i"'+ t to be tired. RS 92. war 25.
a ^ to be much or many. RS 92. cm 2, 62; mf 15.
a + k a l also, a-, general preposition. RG 371; xal, also, too.NX 184, RS104. cm 29.
a+ y a^ collective, ’all,’; a, general preposition, RG 371; ya*^,assemble, bemany.
99, NI 32, Nil 13. mf 29; war 6, 13.

RS

a+yâ^a^ to gather, ya^. CVC-VC, resultive reduplication, D 2.2.4.2, RG 607-612,
see [a+ya*^]. war 7, mf 23.

âcqe? to exit, to go out. RS 92, NI 28, Nil 202, 219, HA 90. cm 55, 61, 67.
c a n + è ’a m + ë ’am +akn armpits, can-, under, D 2.2.2.2.1, RG 401; ô’em, surface, BA
150, CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4, RG 594 (see also Nil 306;
the word for shoulder contains the same reduplicated phones); =aün, arm. RG 457,
N n 28. war 21.
c â ^ + s a ^ + p u s shriek, ca^, scream, shriek with pain. RS 97, NI 266. sa^*, flow (as
in tears); RS 96, NI 192. st’â^*’a^*pus, teardrops. Nil 331. war 35.
cak*+cak*+us to pull. CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4, RG 596, RS
97, NH 286; /us, directly or spang(?), RG 538. war 19.
CE det, definite determiner. D 2.4.2.1. cm 49.
CED loc, locative preposition, under, off of. RG 401, D 2.2.2.2.I. cm 64; mf 25.
58
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ccn+ëic arrive. Cf. cen; 5ic, arrive. RS 98, NI 29. mf 16.
cen+lei* wrapped up. Cf. cen; leô’, to bind. RS 102, NI 138. cm 35, 41.
cen+m ûl to dip up. Cf. cen; mul, RS 94, NI 149. cm 38.
cen+ teg~ + n to fall short. Cf. cen; teg*, fail to reach. RS 95, reach, RG 438. In
Reichard’s example in this section, she glosses [teg*l as reach, but fail to reach with
the suffix [n]; -n, attempt, RG 438. BA 116. cm 64.
CES+ces+qan long hair, ces, long. Nil 253; CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication,
D 2.2.4.4; qin-head, RG 489. war 33a.
cetx* house. RS 97, Nil 233. cm 33; mf 9, 36.
ciy*E demaj, demonstrative adjective, that near thee. RG 700. cm 36.
cP demav, demonstrative adverb, there near a second person. RG 702, NI 270. cm 6,
12, 28; mf 4, 37; war 25.
c P + t demav, demonstrative adverb, there near thee is where, ci? with connective 4. RG
703, 702, 800. NT 150, 143; RS 97. cm 6, 12, 28, 56; mf 8, 26, 36; war 1 ,2 , 21,
22, 24, 35, 36, 37.
c * e r + r to arrive, come to a stop. NI 274, Nil 29; noncontrol reduplication, D
2.2.4.2. war 32.
c’esp it is gone, absent. NI 274. cm 17.
c’e*' loc, locative, all around, all over; RG 533
c’ic’ac fire corral?, see note in text. RS 92. mf 1.
c’u * ^ to weep. RS 98, NI 276. war 35.
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c*ü+c'u^um to cry or sob loudly. RS 98, NI 276; CV-CVC intensive reduplication,
D 2.2.4.3. mf 24.
d- ip , first person plural marker. D 2.2.2.2.I. war 4.
6an*6 Ispro^ first person singular pronoun. RG 275, D 3.5, Nil 236. cm 58.
6ag+:p to chase. RS 98. war 16, 22.
£ct- fia, future proclitic. D 4.4.4, RG 757-768. cm 10, 50, 58.
Csy’- cm 12.
& t+ & t+ iw ’es to separate, W , separate, RS 98; CVC-CVC augmentative
reduplication, D 2.2.4.4; fw’es, together, to be in contact. RG 537. war 12.
èem* to pick up, to take hold of plural objects. RS 98. war 33.
ècm’+ cûi to pick food. Cf.

ÔEm’,

to pick up; cin, mouth. RG 475. cm 25, 27.

iss-fia, future intentional; Doak analyzes this as 6et+s=ôes; Cf. ôet. cm 12, 25 , 62;
mf 2, 14; war 26, 28.
ècS to accompany. Nil 5, RS 98. mf 14, 15.

loc, locative, on surface broader than subject. RG 398, D 24. mf 10, 13; war 3, 25.
is? ought, sense of obligation. RG 780. cm 29.
èic arrive. RS 98. war 27.
èic dir, directional, toward here, hither. RG 412, D 2.2.2.2.I. war 11, 14, 27, 30, 31,
32.
6:c+k~m to bring. Cf. 6ic; k*in, to pick up. RS 100. cm 14, 41, 62.
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éic+'^Eéin+Eès fetch; Cf. ôic, directional, ‘^edin, to do with, to put, to be the matter.
RS 92; /EÔS, hand. RG 488. cm 12.
èn- Is, first person singular subject, D 53; RG 275, 281; BA 136. cm 9, war 4, 7. 6-,
cm 10, 50.
£p+q&i hair. Ml 52, N il 224; 6, locative, on, attached to. RG 395; p, ?; /qin, head.
RG 489. war 33a.
&- purpose, purpose prefix. Nil 287, RG 399-400.
ès+ d ù l’+ m n + c u t to flee, to run fast. Cf. 6s; dul’, run; RS 95; min, instrumental, RG
454; cut, reflexive, RG 567; Reichard says that these two suffixes together are often
used to signify vigorous action, RG 872. cm 28.
6 s+ q ’6m+flan to be hungry. Cf. 6s; q’sm, to swallow, NI 180. RS 101; /ilan, food,
RG 483, NI 234. cm 4, 9.
6+n6k

it is one person. Nil 277, RS 96

6'am* remaining, left over. NI 43. cm 5, 6.
6 1+ 61 to approach quickly. RS 99, Nil 58; CV-CV intensive reduplication, D 2.2.4.3.
war 30.
6*u be absent, empty. RS 99, NI 61. cm 30, 34, 66; mf 9, 11; war 8.
d â i + d e i + t to travel. RS 95; CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4. mf
19.
dex* to dismount. RS 95, Nil 184. war 25, 32.
deitt to go, plural use. RS 95. cm 21, 24, 27.

dcs+<Ks+t to camp. RS 95; CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4. war
2.
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dis+g*t to twinkle, dis, appear, N1 63; g*t, twinkle, NI 84, mf 22.
duF+mn+cut to run. Cf. ôs+dul+m n+cut. mf 7.
a&nlijp thirsty. NIX 333. war 18.
EC cust, customary prefix. D 4.1.1.2, 4.2.2.2, RG 292. cm 1; mf 1, 17; war 3, et al.
EC aa, actual prefix. RG 293.
EC cont, continuative; RG 292.
EC+cED+teè’+ p wrapped up. Cf.
involuntary, RG 306. cm 36.

ec,

actual; Cf. cen+led’, wrapped up; -p,

Ek~n to s a y . RS 92, NH 300. c m 9, 10, 12, 23, 26, 29, 32,36,42, 49; m f 10, 13;
w ar

4, 6, 10, 31.

Ek*u: c m

38, 46;

mf

1, 17;

w ar

11, 36.

Elwfs loc, locative suffix; go about to indefinite places. RG 532. war 1.
EFFfi hill. NU 230. cm 22.
Etnfw’ loc, locative suffix, alongside. RG 535. mf 25.
E f^ éc' Magpie. RS 104. Nil 135. cm 2, 6, 16, 31, 35, 52.
Em to sit. RS 92, NX 70. mf 25.
cm to share or feed. RS 92, Nil 206. cm 15.
Ept there is or have. NI 72, RS 92. cm 1, 32; mf 3, 9, 27, 31;war 11.
ct*ek**+f to lie, one lies down. RS 96. mf 34.
ex"'+us to search or hunt, /us, eye, RG 478, RS 92, Nil 254. cm 66; mf 2, 11, 18,
33, 34; war 8.
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sy’n ft because, causal conjunction, conveying a meaning of inevitability as opposed to
[tgwEl’j, which is explanatory. RG 802, 803, RS 103, Nil 46, NI 79. mf 1; war 33a.
c + t ’Dc'^al to be different. RS 96, Nil 177. mf 28.
g^el to bum. RS 99. mf 1.
g"el+ p to bum. Cf. g*El, bum; -p involuntary, RG 306-307. mf 1, 3, 10, 13, 35.
g~K to see. NI 82, RS 99, Nil 303. cm 13; mf 6, 17, 22, 34; war 11, 14, 15.
g*t pi. Verbal pluralizing element. RG 389
g*t+ps6ye to be foolish, g*t, verbal pluralizing element, RG 389; psEyE, foolish, "he
is crazy," NI 167. cm 32.
ha to laugh loudly, onomatopoeic, RS 103. cm 32.
hay o inttj, interjection. Cf. Hans Vogt, Salish Studies, cm 42.
h a t conn, general connective, connects nouns or noun and verb, syntactic. RG 801. cm
32. 51; mf 9.
h a+ san + q em + fl’t+ u p s dung, Coyote’s powers. RS 108, Cf. san+qEm+fl’t+ups.
cm 30.
he det, definite article. RG 722-24. cm 2, 16; mf 14.
hehui intrj, interjection, OK, swell. NI 109. cm 27.
hn stem formative, apparently the same prefix as the locative hn- diachronically, but
now integrated into the stem. RG 404.
hn loc, locative prefix; in, on, into, onto; also out, off. RG 402, D 24. mf 1,2; war 10,
19, 21, 23.
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hn Isg, first singular possessive prefix. RG 177, D 4,3. mf 26, war 8, 9.
hn+ c£i*ut river. Cf. hn, stem; céx*ut, river, RS 106. war 17.
h n + ci‘^*+ft+k*E ‘» to wade. Cf hn; cPx*, to wade, RS 97, (t’ux* in Nil 348); Cf.
itk'e*^ water, war 17, 18.
hn+c*6sp "it is all gone"; NU 219. cm 12, 17.
hn+£*amfp place name (near Sand Point), from typewritten text, mf 1.
hn+g*anu£"' to be true. NI 83. cm 29.
hn+ k*P c dusk; Cf. hn, stem; Cf. k"'i‘>c, dusk, cm 35, 66; mf 13; war 4.
h n + tâm q e'’ black bear, see entries, mf 35.
h n + m d r+ p to boil, see entries, cm 40.
hn+pck"' to contain, see entries, cm 41, 45, 56.
hn+q~:y*t to have pity for. Cf. hn, stem; q"iy’t, pity, RS 102. war 29.
h n+ x"'dt+ p + alq s the end of the road, frequently used as a whole word at the end of
stories. RG p. 707 (in p, invol, RG 306, alqs, end, RG 477, D 23, Nil 199 cm 69,
mf 37.
hn+ ^ey’+flg^ES to be angry. RS 103,NI 310[^ey’]; RG 490[ilg*6s] cm 31.
hoi then; to happen, befall; probably used in the sense, "it happened that.." RS 103,
NI 108. cm 4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 66, 67,; mf 3, et al.
-115 3p, third person plural subject or genitive marker, D 3.1, 3.3; cm 4, 17, 19, 20, 22,
24, 33, 34, 47; mf 25, 32; war 15, 16, 25.
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in- 2sg, second person genitive prefix. D 24, 69, 169; RG 175, 713; NI 11. cm 12; war
11.

water. RG 519, 560, RS 106; Reichard does not separate the [s-] nominalizer
off this root in her stem-list. It appears twice in this story without [s-]. cm 41.
water. RG 519, 560. war 21.
k~in to pick up one small object. RS 100. war 33.
k'in+idn* backpack^ to carry on back. Cf. k*in, pick up; i6n’, back, RG 459. cm 54.
k~ rc be early or dusk, NI 125, Nil 192, RS 100. cm 19.
k*'u 2s, second person singular intransitive subject D 53, cm 29.
k’*'um’ then or and, discourse connective. NI 16; D 281 cm 6, 26, 27, 32, 53, 54, 55,
56, 60, mf 1,3.
k"'un’ intrj, "Inteijection indicating ’now it is clear’ after one has been troubled, or
doubtful, and including element of surprise, "RG p.696,nt. 31; H 98. mf 30, 35; war
9.
k^u+ p 2p, second person plural intransitive subject, D 74. cm 27, 32.
k**in§ how many. RS 100. mf 15.
k ”"iy’ easy, quietly. RS 100; NI 128; NH 322; mf 34; war 7.
k**nE‘>Jut, immediate future. D 4.4.1, RS 104. war 11.
k*''u+ k”*'n’fy*E‘^ very_soon, in a short while. /k ’*n, Cf. k’^ne*^ CV-CVC diminutive
reduplication D 2.2.4.1, D 4.4.1RS 104, NI 125, Nil 315. cm 26.
laq* to search. RS 102. mf 14, 18.
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be daytime, morning, tomorrow; RS 102, NI 137. cm 66; war 5.
l£k*+ut far away, lek*, be far, RS 102; -ut, state of, RG 447. NI 138; BA 83; H 98.
cm 63, 67.
lex* hole, RS 102. cm 53, 60, 63, 67.
lin n -t rejoice, to be glad or thankful; lim(t), RS 102,BA 83, NI 213, Nil 292. cm 25.
Iun+Iam-H§ to be thankful, CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication D 2.2.4.4., RS 102,
Cf. lim +t. cm 42.
lut neg, negative marker. NI 140; BA 84; RG 313-318; D xiv cm 26, mf 3, 26, 27, 28,
31, et al. lu (NI 140): cm 35; war 20.
lu t+ as neg, cm 37.
lu t+6*^ snlljwt. cm 20.
lu t+ ‘^ ir nonhab, unexpected. Cf. lut, negative; "^ul", habituai marker; RG 443. mf 3.
t conj, conjunction, connective with an emphatic sense, RG 798-801, 849, NI 143. cm
6, 9, 12.
tâmqE*’ black bear. RS 108. mf 30.
body. NH 19, sq’"'itc’E'^= animal magnetism war 26.
tE det, the definite article. Used to mark members of a class and may indicate proper
names, e.g. Coyote RG 722, 736, 737.
allomorphy:
tE : cm 1, 3, 7, 17, et al.
4a: cm 5, 6, 16, 17, 66, et al.
toq* also. RS 103. cm 53.
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- tt appl, possessor applicative, -t, transitivizer,
possessor. D 4.2.3. war 11.

object pronominal represents a

tii'^ + u t demav, demonstrative adverb with connective, that is where. RG 703,4. cm 53,
55, 61, 66.
-m stem formative, war 10, 29.
-m cam, causative. RG 439. cm 38.
-m rue, nontopic ergative with Is & 3s & p; ’the indefinite subject serve[s] to shift focus
from the transitive subject to the object,’ Thompson and Thompson quoted by Doaks.
D p.24, 5.1.5.3 & 5.1.5.4. mf 1, 2; war 3, 6, 14, 22, 24, 27, 28
-m mid, middle, forms in which the subject is the agent, often conveying transitive like
meanings even though not formally transitive; used with completive and customary
forms (D 4.1.1). (Thompson and Thompson quoted in Doaks), D 4.1.2. cm 27, 53,
60, mf 3, 4, 26, 33, et al.
mal - dir, directive prefix, from, on or near. D 24, RS 103, RG 597. mf 17.
mEr+hiéE*^ whence. Cf. meT, from; hi^E?, where. Nil 354, cm 51.
-mEt Ip, first person plural ergative. D 56. cm 12; mf 14; war 10, 11.
mEx*+t to laugh. RS 94, Nil 248. cm 32; mf 31.
-me(l) Iso, first person singular object suffix. D 3.2. war 11.
m ii+p to learn. RS 94, NI 151, BA 88. mf 9.
miyEt too, very, RS 103
m ft’é’EdE*^ blood or bleed. RS 105, Nil 61. war 34.
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-m5 cont, continuative suffix with transitive verbs; Cf. y’c for its use as a circumfix.
It occurs often enough alone that I label it a suffix. D 2.2.2.2.I. mf 1, 6.
-mg indef, indefinite marker. RG 287. cm 25, 35.
miis to feel about. RS 94. mf 26, 27, 29.
-n Is, first person singular transitive subject suffix. D 56. cm 13; war 8.
naq** to steal. RS 96. war 6, 9.
nem’n*ûs marker of uncertainty. NI 57. mf 15.
ncpt to enter. RS 96, NI 156. mf 2.

nz** perhaps, or with doubt. RG #777-8 (NI 157?); D 4.4.2(irrealis). cm 27, 67; mf 9,
15, 35; war 4, 7, 10.
nE‘*k*un think. NI 333, RS 96. cm 62; mf 26.
niè’+n iè’ cut with blade. RS 96, NI 155; CVC-CVC reduplication, D 2.2.4.4, war
33a.
ni*^ loc, locative prefix, amidst. D 24. mf 2.
ni'^+Jânis boil, to boil hanging over fire. Nil 65. cm 39.
-nt tr, directive transitivizer. Doak separates this into two morphemes, -n directive and
-t transitivizer; I do not see the benefit of this and mark it as one. D 4.2.1.1. cm 14,
16, 23, 39, 41, 43; war 6, 10, 16, 19, 22, 27, 29.
nun sue, noncontrol. D 2.2.2.2.1; succeed after effort. RG 450. mf 9.
n**utx* to enter. D 2.4.1.4.1.4; RG 96; NI 161. cm 11.
oq* to drink. RS 93. war 18.
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-p inv, involuntary marker; indicates action was not voluntary on the part of the subject.
RG 306. cm 1; mf 3.
pek* contain^ to contain, lit. spherical objects are contained in something. NI 71; to lay
plural round objects, RS 93. cm 66.
penc*^ as far as. RG 793. cm 33; mf 9, 10, 13; war 1.
pintô always, however used in a situation where the context demands never. NI
165. RS 103. cm 32.
pA to scatter. NI 165, RS 93. mf 25.
puryahâP Mole, Coyote’s wife. RA 132, RS 104. cm 14, 23, 31, 66.
pulut to kill or injure. RS 93; Nil 245. war 24, 37.
p unaP at least, pleading. RS 103. cm 49.
qepftc’c'^ plate. Nil 280. cm 44.
q it+ t to awaken. RS 100. cm 19.
q*â‘^+q*E‘^I to speak, always reduplicated. NI 175, BA 100, RS 101. cm 37; mf 9.
q ’a+q*ix*'E‘^ few. Nil 110, RS 101; CV-CVC diminutive reduplication, D 2.2.4.1. cm
5, 6, 62, 66.
q ’*'Elt to cook. Nil 138. cm’ 43.
q*~M to travel, move camp; village travels. RS 102, Nil 89. war 1, 2.
q*~dm+qan head, top of head. RS 108, RG 489, NH 227. mf 25.
-s- 2so, second person singular object marker. D 2.2.2.2.1. (-si-) war 11.
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-s 3e, third person singular ergative, plural with [-il§]. D 2.2.2.2.1, 3.2, 3.5. (cm 7, 14,
15, 16, 17, 20, 23, 26, 34, 37; war 15, 16, 18, 19, et al.
intentional for the immediate future, frequently after [ôei-]; Cf.

ôes.

cm 12, 50.

s- nom, nominalizer RG 124,297. mf 3.
-s 3g, third person genitive suffix. D 69. cm 2, 16, 17, 25, 33, 38; mf 25, 28, 36; war
21 .
saq* open up, split in two. NI 192, RS 96. mf 4.
sen+ qem + fl’t+ u p s dung. Coyote’s powers. RS 108. sen, ?; qem, or have cramp, RS
ICX); (q’em is glossed as ’to covet,’ a likely possibility); =ilt, offspring, child, RG
502; /ups, anus, anal region; RG 456. cm 8, 30.
s e (I) I s o ,

first person singular object suffix. D 2.2.2.2.1. war 9.

sic* blanket. RS 96. cm 35.
sftsatk'* wintCT. Nil 356. cm 32.
stq**'i Blackfoot. Nil 58. war 1, 3, 16, 33a.
st(u) ct, cust, causitive transitive; marker of customary aspect with ec-; D 4.2,2
causitive: cm 7, 9, 23, 26, 38, 46, 51; war 11, 19, 24.
customary: mf 1, 17; war 3.
sux* to be acquainted with, know. RS 97. war 3.
suyép+mS white people. RS 106, -m§, people; RG 506. war 1, 2.
s+ca+cam *+ll*t child. Cf.

s + c a + c a m ’ + f l ’t + E l ’t. c m

38.
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s+ca+cam *+fl’t+E Pt children; s-, nominalizer RG 373, cem, be small, CV-CVC
diminutive reduplication, D 2.2.4.1., RG 603, -ilt, offspring, RG 502, VCC-VCC,
plural?, RG 592, HA 103. cm 2, 6, 25, 46, 47.
s+ èin t people. BA 62, RG 505, 194, RS 107. mf 9, 18, 23, 26, 27, 28, war 14.
s+(:ce'^Em& Coeur d ’Alene. RS 107, Nil 117, discovered people, NX 194. war 14, 22,
27, 28, 30.
s+ é st+ u s+ n m eyes, s, stem formative; Cf. Cs, purpose. Cf. i , connective; us, eye,
RG 478; mn, instrumental, RG 452; Nil 205. mf 28.
s+ik^E*^ water. RS 106. cm 40; war 21, 23.
s + ta q sarviceberry. NI 121, RS 102. cm 10, 13, 23, 30, 32.
s + ta q + ‘’*ftk*'E‘^ wide river, wide water. NI 213; s=nominalizer; iaq’=be wide-RS
102; s ik ’~ E ? = water RS 106, NH 350. war 14.
s+mayfw Coyote. RS 105. cm 1, 3, 7, 15, 23, 32, 36, 42, 47, 49, 51, 57, 59.
s+m fy’Em woman. RS 105, NI 355. cm 16; mf 14, 25, 28.
s+niw ’t wind. NI 219. mf 3.
s+nuk*' neighbor. RG 378, Nil 207, BA 108. Reichard also glosses nik’* as ’be
tribe’, a possible relationship. RS 96. cm 1.
s+ qâl*+ qartum x* men. s, stem formative; CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D
2.2.4.4., RS 108. mf 15.
s+ q fl’tumx"' man. RS 108. mf 33, 36.
s + tim ’ what. RS 105. cm 36.
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s+wal+wal+mûi+è gun. Nil 223. s, stem formative; wlwlm, metal, Nil 260, NI
305; min, instrumental, RG 452; 6, ?. war 28.
s+iEs+sflc*'E‘^ broth, lit. "good water," Nil 77. s, stem formative; xes, good. Nil 219;
Cf. sfk*E'>, water, cm 49.

s+Mdcnt ice. NU 236. cm 52.
s+ ^ él+ g '"al fishnet, s, stem formative; ^*él, shore, NI 311; g*il, hollow object, RG
492. cm 54, 56, 60.
-5 com, progressive, RG 434. mf 25.
-§ imp, imperative suffix. Cf. -mS; RG 337. cm 12, 38.

Sâr difficult. NI 199.
Sa!è circle. RS 98, NH 109. mf 25.
§it just, fitting, exact, correct. RS 98, NI 201, H 105. war 1, 7.
first, oldest. RS 98, Nil 143. cm 9.
t- stem formative. RG 480. cm 25, 27.
-t tr, transitive marker. D 4.2.1.2. cm 15, war 9, 14, 15.

-t me, nontopic ergative with first person plural, second person singular and plural
objects. D 3.2.1, Table 4, 5.1.5.3, 5.1.5.4. see notes at -m. cm 19; mf 1,2; war 11.

prs, person marker. BA 702. mf 15, war 33a.
të+ n 6 k ’*e‘> one person, tt, person marker, RG 396; nék’*'E'^, one, RS 96. mf 6; war
3, 18, 27, 30, 32.

tè+t£wSe six people. [téwSeôt] in Nil 309;(literally his finger went across) war 15.
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tè + ‘>ésel two people. t5, person marker, RG 396; “^ésel, two. Nil 342. war 14.
tè’+ m ü t+ aw ’es+ n h o r s e , tô , a s tr a d d le , RG 396;
n , in s tr u m e n ta l, RG 571. w a r 8.

tô ’m ü tE w ’e s , o n h o r s e b a c k .

Nil 232;

tE dir^ directional prefix, toward there, D 2.2.2.2.1., RG 424. mf 11.
ted dir, directive prefix, towards, RG 792, D 2.2.2.2.I. cm 53, 55, 61; mf 1, 25, 27,
36; war 13, 14, 25.
fall short, fail to reach. RS 95; BA 116. cm 64.
tel* off,
25.

f r o m , a s in f ro m th e h o r s e ( d is m o u n t) .

RG 789, D 2.4.2.4., NI 257, 258.

w ar

tel’+ c P from there. Cf. tel’, from; Cf. cP, there; tel’ci^, BA 721. cm 24, 27, 62, 63,
67.
tg*el* because, for. Nil 30, RG 802, D 2.4.2.4. cm 6; mf 19.
tmiS just, only. RS 104, NI 164. cm 6.
ttm ’ix* animals. Nil 19. mf 2.
ttw ’it young man. Nil 360. war 7.
tu*^s mut, mutative marker. D 2.2.2.2.1. mf 14.
t+ ca q + c aq + ild cup hands over face. Cf. t, stem; /caq, concave, NI 264; CVC-CVC
augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4.; il, two planes meet, RG 453-454; d, ?. war
28.
t+ c il five people, td, person marker, RG 396; cil, five, RG 636, NI 270. cm 3.
t+ d:c+ k~ m bring. Cf. t, stem formative; Cf. die, directional; Cf. k*in, pick up. cm
43.
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t+mu5 four people. Cf. tô, person marker; mus, four. NI 263, Nil 213. war 13, 14.
t ’ap to shoot. RS 95. mf 2, 3, 4, 6, 35; war 28, 31.
t*aq bushy objects lie. NI 279, RS 95.
t’aift) swift. NI 253, RS 95. mf 3.
t’a+t*ap shoot. Cf. t’ap, shoot; CV-CVC intensive reduplication, D 2.2.4.3. war 26.
C àq+n+ey* sack, t’aq, bushy objects (camas) lie, NI 279, RS 95; n, instrumental, RG
571; ey’, NI 279. cm 12.
t’a + t’ié to protrude. RS 96, NI 281; CV-CVC diminutive reduplication, D 2.2.4.1.
cm 22.
t ’cp to stand. NI 281. mf 32.
t’cx*'+x* die. t’ex"', plural die, RS 96; C2 noncontrol reduplication, D 2.2.4.2.; NH
177. cm 65, 68; mf 20.
t’in + t’inE*^ ears. Tine*^, RG 473, Nil 192; CVC-CVC, augmentative reduplication, D
2.2.4.4. mf 27.

emph, already, surely, quite; common emphatic particle; RG 782. cm 9; mf 20, 21;
war 30.
t ’u*^ well, adverb. NI 288. mf 15.
Cux^+alS to jump off. RS 96. war 21.
t*+ t’Ek*''+k**'+fl’up to camp, t’ek**, to lie, RS 96; CV-CVC, diminutive redupl., D
2.2.4.1. ; C2 resultive reduplication, D 2.2.4.2; = fl’up, something on which to rest,
RG 485. war 1.
ul imp, plural imperative. D 2.2.2.2.2., cm 46; mf 14.
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u t back, again; used to show action repeatedor to showreturning. NI 295; BA 122
(cm 6, 11, 32, 63, 67; mf 9, 14, 15, 27, 32.33, 36;war 4, 11,19,
et al.
u t + é ic + c ’E r+1’ to return. Cf. ut, back; Cf. ôic, directional; Cf. c’el’+ r , arrive, cm

35.
ut+'^EUis to return. Cf. u t, back; Cf.

‘>Em's,

to leave, cm 11, 33; mf 8.

urnsy "I suppose it is so," NI 295. mf 10, 13.
usc*àm* bone. Nil 66. war 7.
uw’ûn’ worthless, good for nothing. NI 302, 303, Nil 359. war 19.
uyâr circle. Nil 109. mf 1.
u + è ’ém* to be dark. NH 158, RS 99. mf 21.
u+k*'i*^c early in the morning, u, just, emphasis, RG 386; Cf. k*i‘>c, early; Nil 192.
cm 19.
u+tfip* to strike, hit. RS 102. war 19.
u+mEl’+ c P to be from there, locals, u, inherent, D 2.2.3., Cf. mel’, from; Cf. ci*>,
there, war 2.
u + §it exactly, u, emphatic prefix, RG 386; Cf. Sit, to be exact, cm 29; mf 3; war 21.
u + ta i" ' both to stop and to stop shaking. Cf. u, emphatic; tax*, stop (shaking), RS 95;
war 20.
WÎ5 to live or dwell in a place. RS 94. ecwfi Nicodemus glosses as ’the house stands,’

NI 77. cm 1.
w P to shout. RS 94. war 5, 10.
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w’al’w’arûni* knife, little iron; RS 105, NI 314, Nil 246 Cf. s+walwal+m in+ô. war
33.
2je, second person singular subject pronominal ergative. D 3.2. cm 51; war 31.

det, determiner, more specific than ie. RG 732.
x*El+x'"El+t to live, to be alive. RS 100, M I 253 CVC-CVC augmentative
reduplication, D 2.2.4.4. mf 34.
x ”'E t * + p

t o r u n o r m o v e h u r r ie d ly .

RS 100.

mf

5;

w ar

23.

x’is + t to travel, go about. RS 100. cm 7, 35.
x*îy’E
demonstrative adjective, this. RG 700. cm 41, mf 3, 25, 28, 33, 36; war
2, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 33a.
x T dem^ demonstrative adverb, here, at this moment. M 136,
27, 66; mf 6, 17, 20, 27, 28, 35; war 7, 13.

RS 100, RG 702. cm

x'^'^+f dem^ demonstrative adverb with connective, ’here is where’. RG 703. cm 29,
53, 54, 55, 66, mf 2, 17, 26, 29.
x*u dem, demonstrative. RG 701. cm 56.
x~U! to go. RS 100, M 134. cm 7, 22, 38, 46, 59; mf 36; war 3, 10,12.
x"ut to proceed to. RS 100. cm 11; mf 16; war 1.
x"'u+x'iy*E dem, intensive demonstrative pronoun diminutive form, this very one. RG
700. mf 4, 15, 18, 23; war 2, 9, 30, 33a.
Xali*^ maybe, might, in sense of threatening; evidential. RG 784. cm 66.
iEl likewise, ’too,’. Nil 337, RS 104. cm 16, 31, 58, 59, 61; war 7.
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i i t might, ordinary possibility. RG 785. war 7.
chief. RS 107. war 5.
yo intij, inteijection. mf 26.
y’a^’p + q m ’ to be much or many. RS 99. cm 10, 13, 23.
y*c continuative circumfix. D 2.2.2.2.1. mf 1, 6.
^us to be lost. NI 311. mf 33.

nom, nominalizer. RG 371. war 1.
"'e cintr, causative intransitive. RG 334. cm 32, 35.
to leave. RS 92, NI 71, BA 136. war 4, 14.
'^EsèfëE'’ horse, pet, domestic animal. RS 104. war 6, 9, 11, 18, 25.
'^E+CEtx*' house. Nil 233. cm 11.
‘^ém +t+am feed, share, resultive redupl., D 2.2.4.2.; charitable, generous. NI 71, RS
92. cm 47.
camas. RS 104, RG 621, Nil 51. cm 5, 6, 12, 14, 16, 17.
’ ic cant, continuative (interrupted). RG 334, 388. cm 34; mf 33.
’ itn to eat. RS 92 NI 111. cm 16, 20, 34, 46, 47, 48.
to sleep. CVC-CVC augmentative reduplication, D 2.2.4.4., Nil 310. cm
18 .

‘^oq*'s to drink. Nil 189. cm 50.
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to dive from land. RS 92, Nil 186. cm 61, 64, 66, 67.
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